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ART. XVI.—On the Battle of Ardderyd. By HENRY
With Plan and
BARNES, M.D., LL.D., F.R.S.E.

description of the earthworks at Arthuret by T. H.
HODGSON, F.S.A., and Mrs. HODGSON.
Read at Arthuret, September 12th, 1907.

T

HE church and rectory at Arthuret are situated on a
raised plateau on the west side of the river Esk which
flows past them at a lower level, and to the south of the
church and rectory garden there rise two small wooded hills
known as the " Arthuret Knowes." These are separated
from each other by the public road, and I think that at
one time they formed one low hill or ridge about 500 yards
long, but were divided into two when the highway was
made. There can be no doubt that these hills occupied
at one time a most important strategic position commanding the fords of the river Esk and the road over them from
Cumberland into Scotland. The hill to the south of the
church is the more important of the two, is about 150
yards long, is somewhat rounded in shape and has a
flattened top which is enclosed by a low earthen rampart
enclosing a space nearly square. Through the kindness
of Mr. and Mrs. Hesketh Hodgson, who at my request
made a survey of this earthwork, I am able to give a plan
of it, and they have supplied me with some interesting
notes which appear as an appendix to this paper. The
hill to the south of the rectory garden is much longer,
being upwards cf four hundred yards in length ; it is of
varying height and has also in places a flattened top, but
no traces of a rampart. There is nothing authentic
known as to the origin of these hills. They do not
appear to have attracted the attention of this Society at
any previous meeting ; they are not mentioned in our
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Transactions nor in any of the county histories, and they
are. not marked as tumuli in either the old or the recent
maps of the Ordnance Survey. Professor Windle, however, in his recent work, On the Remains of the Prehistoric
Age in England includes Arthuret in his list of Cumberland
tumuli with the suggestion, in brackets, that these are
probably eskers. The word " esker " or " eskar " is a
geological term, and was originally used by Irish geologists.
It is derived from the Irish word " Eiscir " signifying a
ridge. The word has now corne into general use among
writers en glacial geology, and is applied to a ridge of
water-worn materials running across valleys and plains,
along hillsides, and even over watersheds, and forming a
very marked feature in the topography of certain regions.
They are very common in the centre of Ireland, they occur
in Sweden where they are called " k.sar," in Scotland where
they are called " kames," and in the New England states
of North America. Professor Geikie says that no very
satisfactory explanation of their mode of formation has
yet been given, but they are believed to be in some way
connected with the former glaciation of the regions where
they occur. In these Transactions, o.s., vol. vii., Chancellor
Ferguson gives an account of the exploration of a tumulus
near Dalston Hall which turned out to be an esker. I
have not been able to find any authority* for including
these hills at Arthuret in the list of Cumberland tumuli,
and no attempt has been made to explore them systematically so as to ascertain their nature. From an examination
of a sandpit on the northern slopes of the larger hill, and
of a gravel pit at the western end of the other hill, I think
there can be no doubt that these are eskers. There is a
distinct stratification of earth, gravel, and sand in the
latter, which could only be produced by an effort of nature.
* Professor Windle tells me that he does not know on what authority they
were included. The word Arthuret occurs in his Cumberland Sheet in his own
handwriting, and after it the words " perhaps Eskers " in the handwriting of a
gentleman who was, at the time he was compiling his work, the local secretary
of the Society of Antiquaries.
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It may be worth putting on record a statement I heard
sometime in the early sixties of a visit to Arthuret which
was made by the late Sir James Simpson of Edinburgh,
who was not only very eminent as a physician, but also as
an antiquary. He was much struck with the appearance
of these hills ; he made a careful examination of them,
believing that they were sepulchral in their origin, and
strongly urged that they should be explored. I was under
the impression that he had published some account of this
visit, but I cannot find any trace of a paper by him on
the subject. I think it probable that this visit may
have occasioned the inclusion of these hills in the list of
Cumberland tumuli in Professor Windle's book. It is, I
think, a matter of regret that no systematic attempt has
yet been made to complete a list of authentic tumuli in
this district. The list given by Professor Windle is incomplete and inaccurate. In vol. iii., o.s., of our Transactions Mr. J. Clifton Ward gives a list of tumuli in the
Lake District, and papers on the exploration of tumuli
have been given by others. There are, as is well known,
two kinds of tumuli or barrows as they are frequently
called, the long barrow which formed the burial place of
the long headed race, and the round barrow used by the
round headed race. Both are for the most part found in
the mountainous part of the country, and it is not usual
for the round barrow to be found associated with the long
barrow, although an exception occurs to this in Staffordshire where two round barrows occur separated from each
other by a long barrow. There is no means of telling
whether a harrow is sepulchral in its origin except by
exploration, and Professor Windle points out that rubbish
heaps, natural hillocks, and the foundations of windmills
have sometimes been mistaken for barrows, but he
especially states that all in his list have been claimed as
barrows, and many have been proved as such by examination. The only long barrow in his list is Peelohill, near
Bewcastle. It is starred as showing that it is one of
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special importance. The only other long barrow in
Cumberland of which I can find any record is one referred
to by Canon Greenwell in a paper which he read at
the first meeting of this Society, on September 17th,
1866. The exact locality is not given, but much was
apparently expected from its exploration. A footnote
appended to the paper says that an examination of the
supposed barrow showed that it was a natural gravel
mound. It is also as well to remember that the Romans
and the Saxons threw up mounds very like the barrows of
the bronze and early iron period, and they sometimes used
barrows for sepulchral purposes, so that it is not unusual
for evidences of Roman or Romano-British burials to be
found in the same tumulus with remains of an earlier race.
I trust that an effort will soon be made to compile a list
of authentic barrows in the area which is covered by the
work of this Society.
There being no evidence to show that these "Arthuret
Knowes " were " ancient places of burial," it remains for
me to consider what other purposes they can have served.
The commanding view which is obtained from the summit
of both, now to some extent obscured by trees, and the
existence of an earthwork on the top of one of them
suggests that they must at one time have been of great
military importance, and there can be no doubt that they
played an important part in more than one great battle.
Much speculation has been indulged in by antiquaries as
to the exact site of the battle of Ardderyd or Arderyth.
Chalmers, in his Caledonia, says it was not on the Solway
as the editor of Lloyd's Commentariolurn supposes, but on
the Clyde as probability attests. : from a consideration of
all the circumstances he considers it more than probable
that Airdrie, in the parish of New Monkland, Lanarkshire,
which was in the territory of Rydderch, and is at no
great distance from the Clyde, is the true site of the battle.
Dr. Hugh Todd, who became rector of Arthuret in 1688,
started a parish register in the following year, and among
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the interesting notes in the register in his handwriting is
one to the effect that Arthuritt or Arthuridd has its name
from the famous King Arthur, king of the ancient Britons,
in whose time there was a battle fought here, probably on
the moor called by that name. There is no place particularly called Arthuret but the parsonage and the church,
which gives denomination to the whole parish. This note
seems to have escaped the attention of Mr. William Forbes
Skene when he visited Arthuret and made a careful
examination of the place. The results of his observation
are contained in a paper which he contributed to the
" Proceedings " of the Scottish Society of Antiquaries for
1865-66, the title of his paper being " Notice of the site of
the Battle of Ardderyd or Arderyth." This battle is the
centre of a group of Welsh traditions, and as it resulted
in the establishment of Rydderch as the king • of the
Cumbrian Britons, and had far reaching consequences. I
have collated from various sources the following account.
Notices of it are found partly in the triads and partly in
the old poems. In the triad called the Three Frivolous
Battles of the Isle of Britain, the second is said to be the
battle of Arderyth, and a lark's nest was the cause of it,
where 8o,000 men were slain of the nation of the Cymri.
In the triad called the Three Retinues of the Passes, the
third is the retinue of Drywon, son of Nudd, in Rhodwydd
Arderydd. In the triad of the Three Horses who carried
three loads of the Isle of Britain, the second was the load
of Cornan which carried certain chiefs to see the sacred
fire of Gwenddolau in Arderydd. In the triad of the three
loyal tribes of the Isle of Britain, the third was the tribe
of Gwenddolau, the son of Ceidiau, who maintained the
conflict for forty-six days after their lord was slain, and
would not desist from the conflict until they should avenge
his death. In the triad of the Three Men who wore
beards, that advised the three good assassinations of the
Isle of Britain, the first was Gale, son of Dysgyvedawg, who
killed the two brown birds of Gwenddolau, son of Ceidio,
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that had a yoke of gold about them, and devoured daily
two bodies of the Cymry at their dinner, and two at their
supper. In the. triad of the Three Bulls of Battle of the
Isle of Britain, the second is Gwenddolau ab Ceidio.
A poem referring to the battle is to be found in the
Black Book of Carmarthen, a MS. of the twelfth century.
It consists of a dialogue between Taliessin and Myrddin.
It is rather a long poem and I think two verses will suffice.
They are as follows :—
Taliessin.
The host of Maelgwn, it was fortunate they came,
Slaughtering men of battle, penetrating the gory plain.
Even the battle of Ardderyd,
When will be its use,
Continually his hero they will prepare.
Merddin.
A host of flying darts, reeking with blood was the plain,
A host of wounded warriers, frail they were,
A host when wounds are given,
A host when put to flight.
A host is overturned
In their combat.

The battle of Arderyth is also frequently alluded to in
the poems attributed to Myrddin. For example :—
I am hated by the chiefs of Rhydderch,
For after Gwenddolau no princes honour me,
Yet in the battle of Ardderyd I wore golden torques.

In the metrical life of Merlin we are told that this battle
was fought between Peredwr, leader of the North Welsh'
and Gwenddolau, who governed kingdoms in Scotland
that Rhydderch, king of the Cumbri, also was there, and
that Merlin fled to the woods after the battle. In the
"Annales Cambriæ " it is mentioned as a real event about
the year 573. " Bellum Armterid inter filios Elifer et
Gwendoleu filium Keidiau in quo bello Gwendoleu cecidit.
Merlinus insanus effectus est." One of the first results of
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the victory was that Rhydderch became king over Strathclyde, and the year 573 was the first year of his reign.
This king fixed his headquarters on a rock in the Clyde,
called in Welsh Alclud, whence it was known to the
English as Alclyde, but the Goidels called it Dunbretton
or the fortress of the Brythons, and this name in the
:slightly modified form of Dumbarton has prevailed to the
present day. Rhydderch prevailed upon Kentigern to
to return from Wales and take up the primacy of this
district as Bishop of Glasgow. From this it is clear that
Rhydderch was the leader of the Christian party, while
Gwendolau, with his sacred fire and his birds which
devoured men, may be regarded as the type of the old
paganism of the country. The struggle was therefore
between the advancing Christianity and the departing
paganism, and one cannot but rejoice that the former was
victorious.
The evidence connecting Arthuret with the site of the
battle is very conclusive. Skene says that the first clue
he found was in Fordun, who in his notice of St.
Kentigern describes, evidently from some older authority,
his meeting in the desert a wild man, who informs him
that his name is Merlin, that he had lost his reason, and
that he roamed these solitudes because he had been the
cause of the slaughter of so many men : " qui interfecti
stint in bello, cunctis in bac patria constitutis satis moto,
quod erat in campo inter Lidel et Carwanolow situato."
The river Liddel joins the Esk just above Longtown,
and among the baronies which formed part of the
possessions of Ranulph de Meschines, in the reign of
Henry I., was the barony of Lyddale, and this consisted
of the lands of Esk, Arthuret, Stubhill, Carwindlow,
Speersykes, Randslington, Eitin, Nicol Forest, and the
English parts of the debateable lands.
Ardderyd is very similar in sound to Arthuret, and as
double d in Welsh is pronounced th the resemblance
becomes more pronounced. Carwindlow is evidently the
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Carwanolow of Fordun. Carwindlow (or Carwinley as it
is now called) is the name of a stream which flows into the
Esk about three miles north of Longtown and is close to
the old Roman camp known as the Moat of Liddell.
Skene considers that the word Carwhinelow is a corruption of Caerwenddoleu, the caer or city of Gwenddoleu the
pagan chief, and it is permissible to suppose that while
Gwenddoleu had his head-quarters on the Moat of Liddell
Rhydderch occupied Arthuret on his victorious march from
Wales to become the first Christian King of Strathclyde.
There is another notable event nearly ten centuries
later in date in which these hills may have been of great
military importance. I allude to the battle of Sollom or
Solway Moss in 1542 when the Scots, 10,000 in number,
but discontented with their leader, Oliver Sinclair, a
favourite of the Scottish monarch, allowed themselves to
be defeated by a small body of about 500 English troops,
under the Dacres and Musgraves ; and it is said that about
I,000 of them were made prisoners, amongst whom were
200 noblemen, esquires, and gentlemen. A graphic
description of this battle is given by the noble historian
of Henry VIII., Lord Herbert of Cherbury, and is quoted
in Hutchinson's History of Cumberland.

APPENDIX.
The plan given is prepared from a survey of the earthwork on
Arthuret Hills, undertaken by request. It shows a small enclosure,
which occupies nearly the whole of the top of a natural mound lying
south of Arthuret Church. The ground falls away very sharply, on
three sides, for 4o or 5o feet, but on the south-east the slope is more
gradual towards the modern road, which is cut through a depression
in the long ridge known as Arthuret Hills. This ridge appears to
be the división between two ancient estuaries ; and the mound on
which the earthwork stands forms its north-western extremity. The
plain lies more than ioo feet below, extending to the fells of West
Cumberland on one side, and to those of Scotland on the other,
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with the Solway in front, towards which the Esk, not a mile distant,
winds its way. It flowed close beneath the hill in the eighteenth
century.
The earthwork is nearly square, though not very regular in form,
and measures about 4o feet, more or less, each way. It is surrounded by a shallow ditch, two or three feet wide, which fades out
on the south-western side. On the south-eastern side, and perhaps
all along the ditch, there are signs of a very low rampart of earth,
outside as well as inside the ditch. The inner rampart is continued
all round the enclosure, but is quite small in size.
It is difficult to judge of the meaning of various slight irregularities
in the levels of the interior, owing to the small and insignificant scale
of the work. Two trees, and the stumps of several which have been
cut down, standing within the enclosure, and several others just outside it, add greatly to the difficulty : but a shallow depression, five
or six feet wide, crosses the enclosure from north-east to south-west,
and seems to divide it into two parts, of which the south-eastern is
slightly the higher. We could find no certain trace of an entrance,
nor was there any sign of stonework of any kind.
The western corner is impinged upon by a gravel-pit, which has
also caused a landslip all along the north-western face of the hill,
that threatens to destroy the ditch on this side.
We saw nothing whatever to give us any clue to the date of the
enclosure. Our member, Mr. R. G. Graham, who passed his boyhood in the neighbourhood, and who is much interested in its local
traditions, tells us that he knows of none of any kind connected with
the mounds.

T. H. H.
E. H.
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